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1 page 6 of the exhibit. Now we're back in synch.

2 A. Halleluj ah.

3 Q. Okay. Bottom of the pager line 20. You point out

4 that if these mechanisms are adopted, it will- reduce the

5 companyts risk, normally a consideration in the cost of equity

6 estimation; correct?

7 A. Yes.

I Q. But if we turn the pa9e, you state that you donrt

9 propose an adjustment in this case, because there j-s a

10 commission order in that state -- and Irm paraphrasing here --

11 that says they want to wait for a three-year period for a

1,2 detail-ed evaluation; correct?

13 A. Not a commission order, a commission policy statement.

1,4 a. Policy statement; al-l- right. So --

15 A. Yes. But yes, with that clarification.

1,6 O. All right. So that's the reason why you didn't make a

1,1 specific ad¡ustment, basis point adjustment to your ROE in that

18 case?

19 A. Correct.

20 O. Riqht. It's not because of your own analysis of the

21, impact of decoupling on a cost of capital- for Southwest?

22 A. I canrt answer it yes or no, but I'l-l- be quick. My

23 point was in Arizona and my point today is that I do believe

24 decoupling is risk-reducing. But it's more than one way to

25 recognize it.
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1 The most direct way to recognize 1t 1s to reduce the

2 return on equ-ity because of the fact that you're transferring

3 some risk from rate payers, of the stock with rate payers.

4 Another way, as was done in Arizona, and I perceive to be the

5 Staff wish in this case or Staff's position in general, is that

6 input decoupling, see how it works and then revisit it fater.

7 That's how I see it in Arizona. That's how I see it here.

8 Q. Alf right. Now, except for thls Arizona case, none of

9 these pieces of testimony where you've addressed decoupling, in

10 none of those cases did you recommend to the regulatory

11 commission that it wait and see what happened with decoupllng;

12 correct?

13 A. Thatrs correct.

14 a. All right. And you were recommending in every one of

15 those cases that the impact be recognized immediately in the

16 rates that would become effective following the completion of

11 the rate case; correct?

18 A. Right. But -- and thatts a key word. Those were in

L9 connection with a rate case and this is not.

20 O. And can you explaln why j-n those cases you recommended

2L that the adjustment be incorporated in rates and adopted

22 immediately with the effective date of the ra-ise?

23 A. Sure. In brief words here, because decoupling was

24 being lmplemented in connection with a general rate proceeding

25 of the company, where all the company's rates were being
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